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Book Reviews
Dangerous P leasures: P ros titu tion  and Modernity in 
Twentieth-Century Shanghai. By Gail Hershatter. Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1997. 694 pp. US$45.00 (cloth) 
ISBN 0-520-20438-7.
In Gail Hershatter's new book, Dangerous Pleasures: 
Prostitution and Modernity in Twentieth-Century Shanghai, one 
of the most marginalized groups of people in twentieth century 
China, prostitutes, are turned into the center of history. With 
Hershatter presenting, through exhaustive research, a vast 
compendium of the written sources related to the subject in this 
one book, the ubiquity of the issue of prostitution in various 
discourses becomes suddenly obvious. The sources mobilized 
in the book include but are not limited to guidebooks to the 
pleasure quarters, literary writings, gossip columns in the tabloid 
press, municipal regulations, police interrogations, newspaper 
reports, polemics by Chinese and Western reformers, articles by 
scholars, surveys by doctors and social workers, records by 
relief agencies, and fictionalized accounts. It becomes evident 
that prostitution was and continues to be one of the most often 
discussed issues related to women in twentieth-century  
Shanghai. The centrality of the issue of prostitution is not simply 
the historians1 imposition: the abundance of written sources cries 
out that what is marginalized is in fact not the marginal.
Unlike conventiona l assumption in 
historical research would have it, abundance of 
sources is not necessarily a blessing in this 
case. The book in fqct starts with questioning 
the nature of the sources. While the records of 
prostitution are remarkable for their sheer 
volume, they are just as remarkable in the 
difficulty they present us as historical sources.
A closer look at the sources tells the historian 
that the most consistent characteristic among 
them is the absence of the voices o f the 
prostitutes themselves. The option of verifying 
the records with the women’s own voices is
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simply unavailable. The many different voices which together 
comprise the discourses on prostitution only contribute to the 
creation of a myth which perfectly illustrates the maxim "even the 
true becomes the false when the false is presented as truth” （/7a 
假作真時真亦假 zu0 z^en s^i zhen yi jia). This is a dilemma encountered by
everyone who is unwilling to relegate the ordinary people to a 
position of permanent silence in history, a paradox for anyone 
who tries, as Hershatter does, to retrieve some echoes of the 
suba lterns voices from that s ilence .c row ded w ith the 
authoritative voices of others. Hershatter’s experiment provides 
an inspiring example for all of us who are committed to writing 
the histories of the ordinary people and are struggling with the 
same theoretical and methodological predicaments which she 
tackles in this book.
Hershatter takes advantage of this predicament turning it 
into an opportunity to interrogate and shake up the criteria used 
for measuring the appropriateness of historical sources to the 
subject matter they record. She skillfully maneuvers the sources 
to show how prostitution is used as a site of contestation by 
various social and political forces to impose their own interests.
ISM Prostitution provides a topic, a huati, and how this huati is used 
by different forces is the central concern of the book. One way 
Hershatter reads these texts is as manuals to guide men in the 
construction of their masculinity and to train them on how to 
behave in an urban setting. The huati of prostitution also 
provides an avenue for the expression of other desires and 
sentiments, such as nostalgia for a time past, concerns over the 
health of society and national decline and crises. The condition 
of prostitution is also used to gauge China's degree of modernity 
in comparison to other countries. Hershatter’s discussions on 
how prostitution is used as the testing ground for different 
mechanisms of social control and solutions to “social problems,” 
and as a means to construct male identities are among the best 
parts of the book. She argues that discourses on prostitution are 
defined by and in turn provide vocabularies for the interpretation 
and expression o f the experiences o f the sem i-co lon ia l 
cond ition , and thereby demonstra tes that studying the 
construction of gender relations can very much change our 
understanding of Chinese history. The book powerfully proves 
that the interests in the issue of prostitution are rarely an end in 
themselves; rather, prostitution is made into a metaphor and a
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symbol that can be utilized in different occasions for various 
purposes. The book offers us several good examples of how the 
marginalized can, have and do serve as a center where various 
social, cultural and political interests are constructed and 
wrestled over.
The book can be read in two parts. The first half of the 
book focuses on the images of the women that are created by 
the records produced by men, providing detailed descriptions of 
the women’s lives and their environments. The second half is a 
study of the discourses on prostitution created by reformers, 
regulators, and revolutionaries, and of how historical memories 
provide a framework fo r representing p rostitu tion  in 
contemporary China. The two parts of the book demand different 
strategies of reading. The second half, although elaborated upon 
with some lucid theoretical analysis, can be read in a relatively 
straightforward manner. Hershatter in no sense presents the first 
half of the book as a neutral, objective reconstruction of the 
women’s life experiences. The “real women” is not what she is 
looking for. The author constantly reminds the reader to be 
critical of the sources, and by doing so she is demanding that 
the readers be participants of the writing of this history. Even 
though the book is descriptive in many places, a close reading 
enables the reader to recognize that Hershatter’s intention is to 
use the descriptions of these women’s lives as a privileged site 
from which to critique the male bias and interests that enabled 
the production of the historical records themselves. Prostitution 
has been written as a myth. Rather than looking for Kthe rear 
behind the myth, which can only perpetuate the myth, she looks 
at who creates the myth, for what purposes, and how it is 
created. If the conVortable fallback of the security provided by 
empirical information does not exist for the author, neither does 
it exist for the reader. Hershatter's book is demanding on the 
reader, not as an absorber of information, but as an interrogator 
who is active, critical, and always alert to the nature of the 
sources, the agenda of the authors, and one’s own active 
subjectivity as a reader. The reader might feel unsatisfied by not 
hearing “the true voices” of the women, but this is not a problem 
that can be solved by sources. It takes not only a new kind of 
writer but also a new kind of reader to write a history of the 
ordinary people who did not produce their own records. What is 
lost is lost; redemption has its limits. Maybe the best we can do
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is to constantly, relentlessly test the limits.
It is the habit of many readers to flip through a book when 
first picking it up, stopping at places where pictures appear. In 
the middle of this book are some photos of prostitutes in 
Shanghai. When I turned to the pictures after finishing the book, 
I found myself asking “What am I doing? What are we doing 
when we look at these pictures? Does reading this book force us 
to look at them differently?” Being in a petition to look at these 
photos is a form of power, different yet similar to that enjoyed by 
the men who looked at these same pictures more than half a 
century ago. This is the most important thing reading this book 
has taught me: writing- and reading-history is a dangerous 
pleasure, and what we need to guard against more than 
anything else is ourselves, as writers, and readers.
Madeleine Yue DONG
